Chapter One
ALL SOULS' MORNING
t
he morning of all souls, November the second, opened
in a not very remote year of Our Lord, for the town of
Dorchester with a sunrise out of a clear sky.
But such complete freedom from clouds at that early hour
was not a sign of a day without rain. As the sun rose over the
roof of Fordington Church experts in the weather predicted
at once what sort of day it was to be. It was to be what is called
a "pet" day, that is to say a day that must quickly be made the
most of, a pettish day, a petulant day, a day prepared to fall into
a "pet" the moment any atmospheric event occurred that
threatened the obscuring of its glory.
The old thoroughfare called High East Street descending
the incline from the centre of the town to the London Road
bestirred itself slowly as befitted the dignity of its long history,
to meet this beautiful but treacherous morning. One by one
the great chimneys above the old brick roofs, many of them
fronted with massive slabs of, stone, sent forth their smoke.
One by one the prentice-boys appeared, opening the shop-
doors and sweeping the pavement. Milk-carts made their
pleasant clatter; while the sound of the hoofs of the horses
that drew these reassuring equipages, echoing between the
walls, seemed to gather the centuries together with a familiar
continuity of unbroken tradition that was not disturbed when
an occasional bus or car came down the street.
The homely sense of a recurrent satisfaction of old human
necessities found another expression in the pleasant chiming
of the clock in the tower of the Corn Exchange situated at the
head of the street, a chiming that seemed in its perennial
cheerfulness to purge the very mystery of Time of its tragic
burden and divide the hours to the tune of some secret knowledge
of its own that "good hope," in spite of all evidence to the
contrary, still abode "at the bottom."
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